Approved IDEV Regional Courses
(Revised 2/1/2016)

These courses can be used in the IDEV “core” along with the Gateway Course. They can also be used in the professional fields, as appropriate.

AFRICA

- SA.640.707 Basic Issues of Sub-Saharan Africa’s Political Development (BO) – Conflict Management (CM)
- SA.780.734 Conflict and the African Great Lakes – African Studies (Africa)
- SA.780.720 Democracy and Political Reform in Africa – African Studies (Africa) (Not offered in AY 2015-2016)
- SA.640.762 Patterns of Protest and Revolt – Conflict Management (CM) (Not offered in AY 2015-2016)
- SA.780.622 Political Development of North Africa – African Studies (Africa)
- SA.780.727 Politics of Foreign Aid in Africa – African Studies (Africa)
- SA.780.718 Promoting Development in Fragile States – African Studies (Africa)
- SA.640.708 State Failure and Violent Conflict: Learning from Cases in Sub-Saharan Africa (BO) – Conflict Management (CM)
- SA.780.759 Strategic Agendas in Sub-Saharan Africa: Origins, Outcomes, and Outlook – African Studies (Africa)
ASIA

- SA.755.720 Asia in International Finance – Asian Studies (Asia)
- SA.320.729 Asian Economic Development (BO) – ECON (Not offered in DC in AY 2015-2016)
- SA.755.719 Central Asia: The Pivot of all Eurasia – Asian Studies (Asia) (Previously listed as “Modern Central Asia: An Introduction”)
- SA.750.707 China and the International Economic Crisis – China Studies (China) (Not offered in AY 2015-2016)
- SA.750.733 China’s Environment & Development in Domestic and Global Context – China Studies (China) (Previously listed as “China’s Environment and Development: Politics, Policy and Sustainability”)
- SA.750.740 China’s Political Economy in Transition – China Studies (China)
- SA.790.820 Comparative Political & Economic Development of South Asia – South Asia Studies (SAsia)
- SA.750.228 Contemporary Chinese Politics – China Studies (China)
- SA.770.631 Democracy and Democratization in Southeast Asia – Southeast Asia Studies (SEA) (Not offered in AY 2015-2016)
- SA.765.707 Democracy and Foreign Policies of South Korea – in Comparison of Japan and Taiwan – Korea Studies (Korea)
- SA.770.718 Domestic Politics of Southeast Asia – Southeast Asian Studies (SEA) (Not offered in AY 2015-2016)
- SA.750.728 Grass Roots China – China Studies (China)
- SA.750.701 History and Political Conflict in Modern China – China Studies (China)
- SA.790.722 Infrastructure and Development in South Asia – South Asia Studies (SAsia) (Not offered in AY 2015-2016)
- SA.755.721 Intelligence, Politics and Policy in Asia – Southeast Asia Studies (SEA)
- SA.770.712 International Relations of Southeast Asia – Southeast Asia Studies (SEA)
- SA.765.715 Korea’s Economic Development – Korea Studies (Korea)
- SA.750.903 Law and Society in China – China Studies (China) (Not offered in AY 2015-2016)
- SA.770.745 Myanmar/Burma: Inside Challenges, Outside Interests – Southeast Asia Studies (SEA) (Not offered in AY 2015-2016)
- SA.755.716 Northeast Asia and the Islamic World – Japan Studies (Japan) (Not offered in AY 2015-2016)
- SA.770.611 Political Economy of Indonesia – South Asia Studies (SAsia)
- SA.770.610 Politics in Indonesia – Southeast Asia Studies (SEA) (Not offered in AY 2015-2016)
• SA.765.714 Politics of Korea’s Economic Development, Crises and Globalization – Korean Studies (Korea) (Not offered in AY 2015-2016)
• SA.790.716 Politics of Religion in South Asia – South Asia Studies (SAsia)
• SA.750.710 Poverty Reduction and Rural Development in China – China Studies (China) (Not offered in AY 2015-2016)
• SA.755.752 The Construction of Northeast Asia: Japan, China, and Eurasian Continental Integration – Asian Studies (Asia) (Previously listed as SA.760.752 “Japan and East Asian Regionalism”)
• SA.320.737 The Economies of Central Asia (BO) – ECON
• SA.755.734 The Rise of India and China – South Asia Studies (SAsia)
• SA.770.721 Women, Power, and Leadership in Southeast Asia – South Asia Studies (SAsia)

EUROPE

• SA.710.794 Nations, States and Nationalism in Comparative Perspective – European and Eurasian Studies (EES) (Previously listed as SA.880.794) (Not offered in AY 2015-2016)
• SA.710.992 The Balkans: From Fragmentation to What? – European and Eurasian Studies (EES)
• SA.320.737 The Economies of Central Asia (BO) – ECON
• SA.710.806 The EU and Its Institutions – European and Eurasian Studies (EES)
• SA.710.814 The European Union and the Developing World (BO) – European and Eurasian Studies (EES) (Not offered in AY 2015-2016)
• SA.710.720 The Political Economy of Central and Eastern Europe (BO) – European and Eurasian Studies (EES) (Previously listed as SA880.720)

LATIN AMERICA

• SA.802.715 Brazil’s Rise as an Emerging Market Player – Latin American Studies Program (LASP) (Previously listed as SA.810.716)
• SA.810.717 Competing in World Markets: Latin America’s Legacy & the Emergence of New Industrial Policies – Latin American Studies Program (LASP)
• SA.810.789 Current Issues in Emerging Markets: Opportunity & Risk in Latin America – Latin America Studies Program (LASP) (Not offered in AY 2015-2016)
• SA.810.754 Democratization and Market Reforms – Latin American Studies (LASP) (Not offered in AY 2015-2016)
• SA.810.796 Economic Survey of Latin America: Global Players or Market Strayers (BO) – Latin America Studies Program (LASP)
• SA.810.761 Energy in the Americas: Conflict, Cooperation & Future Prospects – Latin American Studies Program (LASP)
• SA.810.907 Latin America's Political Economy: Pathways to Development – Latin American Studies Program (LASP)
• SA.810.776 Latin America & The World: Changing Global Dynamics – Latin America Studies Program (LASP)
• SA.810.903 Mexico, Central America, and the Caribbean: New Challenges Amidst Growing Insecurity – Latin American Studies Program (LASP) (Not offered in AY 2015-2016)
• SA.810.719 Mexico: Leading or Lagging as a Global Emerging Economy – Latin American Studies Program (LASP)
• SA.810.708 Multilateral Research Practicum: Private Sector Development at the IDB's Multilateral Investment Fund (MIF) – Latin American Studies Program (LASP) (Not offered in AY 2015-2016)
• SA.860.735 North Africa and the Middle East: History, Politics and Mediterranean Affairs (BO) – Middle East Studies (MES)
• SA.810.718 The Southern Cone Countries of Latin America: Political Economy of Extremes – Latin American Studies Program (LASP) (Previously listed as SA.810.909)
• SA.810.700 Understanding Modern Latin American Politics (DC/BO) – Latin American Studies Program (LASP) (Previously listed as SA.810.797 “Survey of Modern Latin American Politics”)
• SA.810.799 Urban Economics and Urban Policy in Latin America – Latin American Studies Program (LASP)

MIDDLE EAST

• SA.860.784 Behavioral Sociology of Conflict - Middle East Studies (MES)
• SA.860.793 Islam and Politics: Religion and Power in World Affairs (2 credit course) – Middle East Studies (MES) (Previously listed as Islamist Politics)
• SA.860.735 North Africa and the Middle East: History, Politics and Mediterranean Affairs (BO) – Middle East Studies (MES)
• SA.860.708 Political Leadership of the Middle East (BO) – Middle East Studies (MES)
• SA.860.792 Powers of the Middle East: Egypt – Middle East Studies (MES)
• SA.860.791 Powers of the Middle East: Iran – Middle East Studies (MES)
• SA.860.790 Powers of The Middle East: The Gulf States – Middle East Studies (MES)
• SA.860.702 States & Societies of the Middle East and Muslim Africa – Middle East Studies (MES)
• SA.860.707 The Israel-Palestine Conflict: History, Politics, Narratives (BO) – Middle East Studies (MES)
• SA.710.740 The New Turkey–European and Eurasian Studies (EES) (previously listed as Major Powers in the Middle East: Turkey)